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T
he recent incident last month
in the Aravallis, near Gur-
gaon, where a leopard ate the
pet dog of a farmhouse own-
er, typifies everything about

the big cat. And the illegal capture and
brouhaha that followed typifies every-
thing about public attitude regarding
the animal.

This much is clear: leopards com-
monly come to human habitations (in
this case, even if a couple of kilometres
from Gurgaon), their favourite prey is
dogs (as amply highlighted in Jim Cor-
bett’s writings), they are not inclined to
kill people, and, they are extremely adapt-
able (which is why they occur from the
tree-line to dry forests and why their
numbers have not dwindled despite hun-
dreds being killed for illegal wildlife
trade). That they are given to hanging
around human settlements unobtrusively
was illustrated here as well — although
the mother was with two cubs and an
adult, they drew little attention until she

picked on a prized pet.
Our own reaction always

is one of misplaced panic;
people almost always
equate any leopard with a
man-eater, which, there-
fore must be put down or

removed. Actually this re-
action only worsens the oth-

erwise harmless situation.
Our work in Maharashtra,

where high densities of leop-
ards (9 in 100 sqkm) live among
population densities of more
than 300 people per sqkm in
rich irrigated cropland, shows
that the cats are not at all in-
clined to attack people although
they routinely visit houses to
take dogs and goats. But as was
the case in Gurgaon, even across

the country, leopards are rou-
tinely picked up from where we do

not want them and released in forested
areas without any thought to the conse-
quence of our actions.

We found such animals normally
home back and can travel upto 50km in
a week. One leopard, Ajoba, around five
years old, walked 120km from the Mal-
shej Ghats to Mumbai, crossing a rail-
way line and the Mumbai-Agra highway
and taking 25 days to make this long jour-
ney. He also went into the populated Va-
sai Industrial estate, and we knew this
because of his GPS collar, but no attacks
were reported though he fed on the stray
dogs there.

Mumbai has forests at its northern
edges, which are home to leopards. These
are also the reservoirs of drinking water
that Mumbai is dependent on and because
of the mushrooming buildings around
the forests, there is constant public pres-
sure on the forest department to trap the
animals even if only sighted. Earlier, each
year, around 20 leopards used to be
trapped, mostly around the edges of the

forests and released in the core areas of
the Sanjay Gandhi National Park. We saw,
that around the same time, a large num-
ber of attacks on people was reported,
mostly near release sites. Leopards let
loose in unfamiliar territory try and home
back and in their stressed, hungry state,
probably go for the easiest prey in the
crowded areas they pass — children.
These attacks further the chain reaction,
and more and more leopards are trapped
as people panic and these are again re-
leased elsewhere, packed off to zoos or at
worst, declared man-eaters and killed.

To end this meaningless spiral and
check casualties, we have to make sure
that these arbitrary captures and re-
leases stop. If we leave leopards undis-
turbed, they continue to use a very small
area — around 20sqkm — and are not in-
clined to cause harm to humans. In fact,
a mother teaches her cubs for more than
a year how to avoid people, how to hunt
even if they are living in a human-dom-
inated landscape. It is important that the
mother is not taken away at this point.
This lesson ought to have been learnt

from a recent episode in Corbett. Months
after a tigress was killed by hunters, the
inexperienced and untrained cub began
frequenting villages for goats, endan-
gering himself and attacking those who
came in his way.

That is not to say that leopards can
be welcomed in our midst. As those who
share their living space with wildlife say,
the best approach is maintaining respect
and distance: ensuring that one keeps
out of the animal’s way.

How do we do that? Building high
fences does not help, as these animals
are extremely agile. Moreover, high walls
may stop leopards from escaping when
confronted by people and thus force them
to attack in self-defence. We have to re-
member that leopards are as scared of
us as we are of them. The first response
of a leopard when it realizes that people
are around is to hide and flee. It attacks
in panic when it finds itself surrounded
or cornered. The best way to deal with a
chance encounter with a leopard is to al-
low the animal a little space and time.

Of course, nothing like it if one can
avoid a chance encounter in the first
place. The trick is to ensure that one does
not surprise a leopard. For example, if
one is going out in the night, one should
announce one’s presence by talking or
singing loudly.

A few other simple measures also help.
As evident in the Gurgaon case, stray
dogs are an invite to the leopard. Dogs,
goats and calves must be driven into se-
cure enclosures well before nightfall. Ide-
ally, enclosures must be some distance
from homes, as leopards will venture close
and will stop visiting only when they re-
alize no food is available. If meat is to be
disposed of, especially from kitchens that
feed many, it must be covered adequate-
ly and thrown far away from the home.

A little mutual respect and common
sense will go a long way to reduce con-
flict and save lives on both sides.

The writer is a wildlife biologist and
heads Project Waghoba, a research 

effort to study the man-animal conflict
situation in Maharashtra

What your car costs the city

41 PROJECTS 

WITH GREEN MIN

Around 41 infrastructure
related projects involving
diversion of forest land in
nine states are pending with
the government for
clearance, environment
minister Jairam Ramesh
told the Lok Sabha. At 24,
Uttarakhand has the highest
number of projects 

TEXTBOOK CASE: The leopard captured in Gurgaon last month. The cat spent several
hours in a cage, bruising itself against the bars, before being shifted 

NOAH'S ARK FOR THE GULF 
New-age Noah, naturalist Jack Rudloe, is preserving
more than 350 different specimens of everything
from sharks to starfish, in case the Gulf of Mexico oil
spill threatens them with extinction. In his four-acre
facility, Rudloe has created an environment that
includes a grassland and duplicates high and low
tides. Around 50,000 fiddler crabs say aye to that

� Ajoba, a leopard around five
years old, was rescued from  a
well near the Pune-Nashik
highway last year and fitted
with a tracking device. His
collar had a GPS and a mobile
communication system

Readings of the leopard’s
position were stored in the
collar and transmitted via SMS
to the server whenever the
animal reached an area that
had mobile connectivity

� Through this system, it was
found that he travelled around
120km in 25 days, from the
foothills of the Malshej Ghats
to the Sanjay Gandhi National
Park in Mumbai’s Borivli

� Ajoba crossed the Malshej
Ghats, Ajoba Peak, Ratangad,
Kasara railway station, Tansa

wildlife sanctuary, Wada,
Tungareshwar wildlife
sanctuary, Vasai and Sanjay
Gandhi National Park

� Throughout this journey, no
attacks were reported, though
Ajoba lingered around human
settlements, even townships

� This is the first time in
Maharashtra that researchers
have been able to track a
leopard’s movements. 
The collar malfunctioned after
Ajoba swam across the Vasai
creek, spotted last at SGNP

AJOBA’S LONG JOURNEY

Across the country, mere sighting of a leopard is
seen as reason enough to capture or kill the
animal. Research shows arbitrary capture and
release is, in fact, causing and aggravating conflict

LET’S

UNBELL
THE CAT
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GOOD EARTH

Islands of Trash 
Layers of trash are building up in

the Yangtze, much of it washed 

into the river in recent heavy rains

and floods, are threatening to jam

China's massive Three Gorges Dam.

The garbage is so thick in parts of

China's longest river that people

can walk on the surface, the China

Daily reported

H
ave we ever considered
how much our car costs
the city? Just think of

the roads that need to be ex-
panded, to fill the ever-ex-
ploding numbers of vehicles
in our city. Delhi has put as
much as 23% of its land under
roads and wants to build more
to keep up with the ever-grow-
ing bulge on its roads. But the
city is fighting a losing battle,
as road space per vehicle has
actually decreased, not in-
creased. Bangalore and all oth-
er cities are learning that they
will have to make roads over
the graveyards of their trees.

But this is only one part of
the unaccounted cost of our
cars — add everything from
land for petrol pumps to elec-
tricity for traffic lights, cost of
traffic policing, the space for
parking and the crippling
costs of air pollution on our
bodies — and you will
find the car and the
city are a match
made in hell.

Take roads. We
know that cars on
roads are like the
proverbial cup that
always fills up. When
more roads fail to
solve the problem,
governments invest
in flyovers and ele-
vated highways. These roads
occupy space — real estate —
and are costly to build and
maintain.

But this investment is not
paying off either as ever-in-
creasing cars fill the ever-in-
creasing space. This is why ex-
perts say building roads to fit
cars is like trying to put out a
fire with petrol. Britain’s or-
bital motorway, akin to Delhi’s
Ring Road, was built 20 years
ago. Since then, it has been ex-
panded at huge costs to 12
lanes. But bumper-to-bumper
traffic on it has dubbed it the

nation’s biggest car park.
Congestion costs the earth,

in terms of lost hours spent
in traffic, fuel and pollution.

In the US, the con-
gestion bill for 85
cities came to a stag-
gering $63 billion in
2003. This calculated
only the cost of
hours lost — 3.7 bil-
lion — and extra fuel
consumed, not the
loss of opportunity
because of missed
meetings and other
such factors.

Bangkok estimates it loses 6%
of its economic production
due to traffic congestion.
These costs do not even begin
to account for pollution: emis-
sions of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide are linked
with speed and frequent stop
and start.

Cars do not only cost on
the road. They also cost when
they are parked. Personal 
vehicles stay parked roughly
90% of the time; the land they
occupy costs real estate. Cars
occupy more space for park-
ing than what we need to work

in our office: 23sq metres to
park a car, against 15sqm to
park a desk. Cars in Delhi take
up roughly 11% of the urban
area when parked, same as
green spaces do.

Today, cities have a virtu-
al war on their hands to park
the vehicles. The answers are
not easy to find, as all cities
have grown without first ac-
counting for the expensive
land that will need to be set
aside for parking vehicles. The
multi-level parking lots,
planned for cities to take care
of the menace, are expensive

to build. Car owners do not
want to pay the price. So, the
only option, city planners have
is to dig below green areas.
This is “free space”, they say.
Yet another cost of the car to
the city — gobbling up chil-
dren’s playgrounds and adding
to the health crisis of obesity.

The question of who
should pay is simple: the user.
But what is often not under-
stood is the nature of the ‘real’
user of the public largesse in
our economies. While in the
Western world the car has re-
placed the bus or bicycle, in
our world it has only margin-
alized its space. Therefore,
even in a rich city like Delhi,
cars and two wheelers carry
less than 20% of the city’s
commuting passengers but
take up 90% of the road space.
The rest commute by buses,
bicycles or simply walk to
work. So, the cost is for the car
to pay or not pay.

Ultimately, the issue is not
even what it costs. The issue is
why are we not computing the
costs or estimating its losses.
Let’s understand, if the city is
the loser, then we cannot gain.

The author is director
of Centre for Science & 

Environment

ECO LOGIC
BY SUNITA NARAIN

Cars cost us road
space, parking space
but that’s only the
tangibles. Why don’t
we compute the cost
of working hours 
lost to congestion,
fuel wasted and far
more important, 
the long-term 
effects of pollution?
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